TEXT-TO-PERFORMANCE MINOR
Plan Requirements

Campus: UMICH
Career: UENG
Program: LN
Plan: TTPBSECOM

RG 6646 TEXT-TO-PERFORMANCE MINOR CORE
Effective FA02/1410 (09/03/2002)

RQ 3500 Required Courses for Text-To-Performance Minor
Effective FA02/1410 (09/03/2002)
  LN 0010 RCHUMS 281 and 481 taken in sequence.

RQ 3501 Electives for Text-to-Performance Minor
Effective FA02/1410 (09/03/2002)
  LN 0010 Texts and Scenes, approved by an advisor
  LN 0020 Literature for the Theatre, approved by an advisor

RQ 3502 Total Hours, Residency, and GPA Requirement for Text-To-Performance Minor
Effective FA02/1410 (09/03/2002)
  LN 0010 Minimum five courses and 15 hours in the minor
  LN 0020 Minimum 10 hours taken in residence.
  LN 0030 Minimum 2.0 GPA in the minor (precondition not in 000021)